
INSERT-EDIT
WORKFLOWS

TRADITIONAL
WORKFLOWSVS.

Innovation Leads to Efficiency, Efficiency Leads to Savings:

95 OF FILE 
DELIVERIES%

require 
ONE OR MORE 
RE-EXPORTS
before they are accepted

To see how cineXtools can improve 
productivity while saving time and money, 
we’ve compared traditional export/re-QC 
processes to using Cinedeck’s Insert-Edit and 
QC Spot-Check workflows for the same job.

To put a dollar amount on the costs 
involved, here are the average hourly rates 
for online editors in various cities:

Replace a 3-minute 
scene in a 60-minute 

HD file delivery

3TIMES
BEFORE FINAL DELIVERY

ON AVERAGE
a show is exported 3x
during the finishing process

TOTAL = 100MIN

TRADITIONAL

MIN.
RE-EXPORT40
60MIN. OF

RE-QC

$19/HR
TORONTO

$21/HR
LONDON

$36/HR
NEW YORK

$20/HR
VANCOUVER

$30/HR
LOS ANGELES

TOTAL = 3.5 MIN

INSERT-EDIT

1/2 MIN.
INSERT-EDIT

3MIN. OF QC
SPOTCHECK

Episodic, original content continues to drive growth in the media industry. 

The trend for high quality original content means that post-production facilities have more 
work than ever. cineXtools from Cinedeck can enable a workflow with a more efficient 
process that saves time and money.

                                                                       

THE 
PARAME TERS

In a survey of online editors, 
Cinedeck found that:

Changes made to delivery files can be costly, especially when you have to make
iterative edits that require a new export and a whole new re-QC. 



BASED ON THESE SALARIES, making a 3-minute scene change in a 
60-minute HD file delivery would average:

FUN FACT

THE 
PARAME TERS
Replace a 3-minute 

scene in a 60-minute  
4K file delivery TOTAL = 270 MIN

TRADITIONAL

MIN.
RE-EXPORT210
60MIN. OF

RE-QC

TOTAL = 5 MIN

INSERT-EDIT

2 MIN.
INSERT-EDIT

3MIN. OF QC
SPOTCHECK

HD
TRADITIONAL INSERT- EDIT

$60
$50
$35
$33
$31

$2.10
$1.75
$1.23
$1.17
$1.11

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

LONDON

VANCOUVER

TORONTO

FILE DELIVERY
97%

THIS REPRESENTS A 

SAVINGS ACROSS BOTH

Requiring longer export times than their HD counterparts, demand for 4K master file 
delivery is increasing. Cinedeck’s solutions provide even greater savings.

4K
TRADITIONAL INSERT- EDIT

$162
$135

$94
$90
$85

$3.00
$2.50
$1.75
$1.67
$1.58 

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

LONDON

VANCOUVER

TORONTO
FILE DELIVERY

98%

THIS REPRESENTS A 

SAVINGS ACROSS BOTH

NEW YORK

$5,724

LOS ANGELES

$4,770

LONDON

$3,339

VANCOUVER

$3,180

TORONTO

$3,021

Over the course of delivering a season’s worth of 4K episodes for a single show, insert edit 
could save you  THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

Using an insert-edit work�ow vs. a traditional �le delivery work�ow, thousands of dollars in man-hours per season can be 
saved. Cinedeck is rede�ning post work�ows by empowering editors with the tools they need to speed through deliverables, 

representing considerable savings in time and money while changing the video industry to meet modern demand.

*Note: Savings assume that you are only making                   
  three re-export & re-QC per episode. Laid end-to-end, the dollars spent on delivering a 4K 12 ep. 

series with a TRADITIONAL WORKFLOW would be greater than
the height of Mt. Everest!  In 
comparison, delivering the same 
12ep. using INSERT EDIT would be 
this tiny little ant hill...


